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Abstract— UWSNs is an auspicious technology for marine,
the first underwater communication device was underwater
phone which is used for US Navy after the World War 2.
Now these techniques have been under research over a last
half century. However, the securities of underwater sensor
networks are those which help to provide a secure network
because there are so many security issues and malicious
attacks are presented. Security of UWSNs is a critical issue
with increasing the need for security of application of
underwater sensor network for example malicious attacks of
military exercise, assisted navigation, intrusion and
simulation nodes are the major security threats. In this paper
we introduce only security issues in UWSN because there
are large numbers of applications require deploying the
security issues.UWSNs is an auspicious technology for
marine, the first underwater communication device was
underwater phone which is used for US

Confidentiality: Hidden the data from everyone except for
those who are authorized. It can be achieved by the use of
encryption.

Security Threats
In UWSN the nodes is not physically protected and the
attackers may attacks the nodes with help of various type of
security threats. There are two major attacks are Passive
attacks & Active attacks.[2]
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Introduction
In any organization of entire world the security issue is most
important field. In UWSNs the security appeared in various
applications in underwater like military applications,
disaster prevention, oil & mineral exploration. There are
many research is under process related to security issue and
it is a challenging task due to special constraints of
underwater environment because the nodes have limited
battery power and limited bandwidth. Therefore, security
services help to improve the network life and protect the
useful information.[1]

Security Requirement
Authentication: Verifying that communicating nodes are
who they claim to be. It can be achieved by Massage
Authentication Code (MAC).
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Figure 1: Security attacks in UWSNs.

Passive Attack – Passive attacks are those which attacks
against Privacy and it can obtain the useful information
while transmitted data and it can analyze the traffic.

Active Attack – Active attacks involves to create a wrong
packet and to control the data send by the nodes it generated
a fake message and to attack the network.
There are some different types of attacks which behave like
malicious way and to control the node, generated a fake
message, etc.
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Sinkhole Attack – The adversary places malicious node
to the closest sink. The malicious node tries to look very
attractive for other nodes.[3]

Figure 5: Wormhole attacks in UWSN.

Jamming Attack – Jamming attack can injects unwanted
Figure 2: Sinkhole attacks in UWSNs.

Selective Forwarding Attacks – When receiver is not
receive the data and information due to selective forwarding
attacks then that time multipath routing protocol can
effectively defence these attacks.

Figure 3: Selective Forwarding attack in UWSN.

signals into the communication channels with the help of
jammer and it can determines the frequency of
communication.[5]

Figure 6: Jamming attack in UWSNs.

Sybil Attack – Sybil attacks are those in which the several

Tampering – An attacker can attack the underwater nodes

malicious nodes with multiple identities can attacks the
multiple places at the same time.[4]

which is in enemy zone and it can damage or modify nodes
physically.[6]

Conclusion
In this paper, we discuss general introduction about the
various security issues and threats in underwater wireless
sensor network.
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Figure 4: Sybil attacks in UWSN.

Homing Attack – Homing attacks are those in which they
attack the cluster head node or a sink node to control the
network. So once these nodes failed the whole network
become useless.

Wormholes Attack – Two malicious nodes directly
connected, receive packets at one node and tunnels them to
other node. This creates a man in the middle attack and
dropping the packets.
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